We offer the following Bromley
green spaces:

“From the concrete
jungle to the urban
parks & countryside”

Hayes Common
High Elms Country Park
Brook Lane
Crystal Palace Park

Goddard Road
Scadbury Park
Norman Park

Tasks vary from low to high
intensity, depending on the
challenge the team wishes to
take on and its availability.
These tasks include:


Bracken Pulling



Gorse clearance



Coppicing



Sapling thinning



Ditch work



Pond works



Fence building

For enquiries, please contact:
pablo.abraham@idverde.co.uk
Tel: 0208 460 1406
Bromley Office
The Studio
Civic Centre, Stockwell Close
Bromley, BR1 3UH

CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING 2018

Corporate Volunteering Day

Looking for an
outdoor challenge?
Then we have a range of
hands on activities that
will improve team
building and engage with
your organisation’s
Corporate and Social
Responsibilities

CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING & TEAMBUILDING

Our Corporate

Costs Include:

Rates

Volunteering team has



Our rates start from £250 + VAT for a

years of experience of
providing a bespoke service
to support employers
developing corporate
volunteering programmes.
We ensure that these
programmes meet
Corporate Social

Trained volunteer leaders
managing your day.

group of up to 10 people.



Project planning & set-up costs.



Full risk assessment and
insurance.

every additional 10 people; this is to

Provision of tools and safety
equipment.

in addition to equipment and other




Case study of your day.

The rate increases £100 + VAT for
reflect the amount of staff required,
essential resources.
Sessions are from 10.00am-3.30pm

Responsibility (CSR) criteria

We will work together to your

and relevant organisational

requirements and budgets. Great

objectives, whilst they

care is taken to ensure that all

remain meaningful and are

volunteers have a safe, inclusive and

engaging with the

enjoyable experience.

community.

If requested, we also follow-up the

attending.

Bromley is the biggest and

corporate volunteering day with a

If cancelled/amended without sufficient

greenest Borough in

summary of the team day out,

notice, then the full amount charged

London with over 160 parks

including key achievements and how

applies.

of all sizes.

your involvement will benefit
communities.

Our team provide you with the
opportunity to carry out
practical conservation and
environmental work to improve
green spaces in your local
community. We aim that this
programme connects your
team with the community you
live or work in, and is a perfect
way to build team dynamics.

Cancellation Policy:
For a full refund we require 10 working
days notice to cancel bookings and 5
working days to reduce numbers

